Fixed income ETFs:
Understanding
premiums and
discounts
How certain market characteristics
affect ETF pricing
Investors are drawn to fixed income exchange-traded funds (ETFs) for
many reasons, including diversification, liquidity, transparent pricing, and
ease of trading. In this installment of the ETF Know:How™ Series, we
explore a key concept of ETF mechanics: premiums and discounts.

When prices diverge

Key terms

Premiums and discounts can arise when an ETF’s trading price
diverges from its calculated net asset value (NAV). In the fixed
income ETF marketplace, certain elements can make this more
likely, including supply and demand in the secondary market,
liquidity and volatility in the relevant bond market, transaction
costs (arbitrage and creation), and timing differences. Let’s take
a closer look at what influences premiums and discounts in fixed
income ETFs.

Authorized participants: Large
institutions that transact directly
with ETF issuers to create or
redeem shares of an ETF

Arbitrage: Buying and selling an
asset simultaneously in different
markets to take advantage of
differences in its price

Discount: When an ETF is trading
at a lower price than its NAV
Premium: When an ETF is trading
at a higher price than its NAV

Market characteristics and liquidity
Fixed income ETFs trade on an exchange with publicly
accessible prices while the underlying securities of the ETF
trade privately in the over-the-counter market. Because
the underlying securities trade over the counter and not on
the secondary market like stocks, current prices of these
underlying securities may be hard to obtain, which could
make it more difficult to quickly identify if an arbitrage
opportunity exists. Therefore, a premium or discount may
persist in the ETF.
In arbitrage, authorized participants (APs) earn a profit by
selling ETF shares at a premium to the value of the basket
of securities purchased to create new shares (or by selling
the basket of securities at a premium to the value of the
ETF shares purchased to redeem shares).
This profit opportunity, unique to ETFs, is essential for
ensuring that an ETF’s share price in the secondary market
remains tightly correlated to the value of the securities
held in the ETF portfolio itself. To the extent that the
ETF share price strays from the fair value of the portfolio
securities, APs will arbitrage the difference. However, if
current prices are hard to obtain, the premium or discount
may persist in the ETF as the arbitrage opportunity may
not be easily identified.
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Consider municipal bonds, for example, which may
sometimes go weeks or even months between each trade.
Calculating a NAV requires a daily valuation. Bond pricing
services may provide daily valuation that use evaluative
models or dealer surveys to estimate a bond’s daily price
based on recent trades in similar bonds. However, these
pricing services are only as timely as their inputs. If similar
bonds don’t trade, the models’ daily price may not reflect
the price at which the bond could trade. The uncertainty
and price of the bond is reflected in the premium or
discount.
During periods of high volatility and low liquidity, APs may
not be able to act on an arbitrage opportunity because an
ETF’s premium or discount may grow to be wider than in
typical markets. These periods are often referred to as an
illiquid market or a stressed market—in which there are
more sellers than buyers. In these markets, larger-thannormal premiums or discounts can be prevalent, prices
may decline rapidly, and ETFs may trade at a discount
to the NAV. The discount arises due to the challenge
of pairing the over-the-counter bond pricing with the
transparency of ETF trading. Simply put, APs do not know
if they can liquidate the basket of bonds redeemed from
an ETF at the prices the ETF values the basket.
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Transaction costs
Investors can better evaluate fixed income ETFs by understanding attributes that influence their pricing, such as arbitrage
costs and creation costs.
Arbitrage. As an ETF’s share price drifts from the fair value of its portfolio securities, APs will arbitrage the difference. If
the difference isn’t large enough to trigger an arbitrage opportunity, the ETF’s trading price will continue to differ from its
calculated NAV as a premium or a discount. The size of the premium or discount will be constrained by the transaction
costs APs would incur in performing the arbitrage transaction. If the premium or discount is less than these transaction
costs, there is no economic incentive to execute the arbitrage transaction.
Creation. Costs of creating new fixed income ETF shares are a component of fixed income ETF premiums. A common
ETF creation methodology, known as “in-kind,” is where an AP exchanges bonds to the ETF provider in exchange for ETF
shares, and costs are associated with the AP acquiring the bonds in the market. Over time, liquidity may change for the
bonds, which can change the transaction costs. This in turn increases creation costs for the ETF share, which could be
reflected in the ETF premium.
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In this hypothetical example
which is for illustrative
purposes only, we see the
theoretical ETF traded at a
premium to NAV earlier in the
month. Later in the month
we see the ETF trading at
a discount to NAV.
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Timing difference
Timing difference refers to the discrepancy between when the trading
day ends for ETFs versus when fixed income holdings are priced for
the daily NAV. For example, most indices and fixed income funds
will value underlying holdings for a fixed income ETF at 3 p.m. ET,
but the ETF continues to trade until 4 p.m. ET. This means that price
movements and discrepancies may occur, and the ETF’s trading price
may diverge from its calculated NAV.
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Summary
The value of the underlying portfolio, the level of supply and demand in
the secondary market, costs of share creation, volatility and liquidity in the
bond market, and timing differences can all affect an ETF’s premium and
discount.
Bringing the over-the-counter bond markets to an exchange through ETFs
can make pricing discrepancies visible to investors, which is not necessarily
a bad thing. Discounts and premiums don’t necessarily mean that a fixed
income ETF is priced incorrectly. Indeed, the structure and transparency
of fixed income ETFs can aid in price discovery for the underlying bonds
themselves—making an ETF’s market price perhaps a better gauge of the
total value of the underlying bonds.

We’re always here to help
ETF Know:How™ is a full-spectrum curriculum of ETF tools, resources, and
insights created for all levels of ETF expertise. This educational program
offers you a 360-degree view of ETF investing, with tactical steps to help
support your business—from client engagement to portfolio implementation.
To learn more about ETF Know:How and how it can help advance your
ETF expertise, call 877-824-5615 or visit schwabfunds.com/etfknowhow.

Investment returns will fluctuate and are subject to market volatility, so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed or sold,
may be worth more or less than their original cost. Unlike mutual funds, shares of ETFs are not individually redeemable
directly with the ETF. Shares of ETFs are bought and sold at market price, which may be higher or lower than the net
asset value (NAV).
Fixed income securities are subject to increased loss of principal during periods of rising interest rates. Fixed income investments are subject to various other risks including
changes in credit quality, market valuations, liquidity, prepayments, early redemption, corporate events, tax ramiﬁcations and other factors.
The information and content provided herein is general in nature and is for informational purposes only. It is not intended, and should not be construed, as a speciﬁc
recommendation, or legal, tax, or investment advice, or a legal opinion. Tax laws are subject to change, either prospectively or retroactively. Individuals should contact their
own professional tax and investment advisors or other professionals to help answer questions
about speciﬁc situations or needs prior to taking any action based upon this information.
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